Engineering multicellular logic in bacteria with metabolic wires.
Aromatic biodegradation pathways of environmental bacteria are vast sources of matching trios of enzymes, substrates and regulators that can be refactored to run logic operations through cell-to-cell communication. As a proof of concept, the connection between two Pseudomonas putida strains using benzoic acid as the wiring molecule is presented. In this system, a sender strain harboring the TOL pathway for biodegradation of aromatics processed toluene as input and generated benzoate as the output signal. Diffusion of such metabolic intermediate to the medium was then sensed by a second strain (the receiver) that used benzoate as input for a new logic gate producing a visual output (i.e., light emission). The setup was functional irrespective of whether sender and receiver cells were in direct contact or in liquid culture. These results highlight the potential of environmental metabolic pathways as sources of building blocks for the engineering of multicellular logic in prokaryotic systems.